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Now you can have Workers’ Compensation Law, 3d (Vol. 38-39A, NJ Practice Series,
available conveniently on your mobile device. Stay current with all the exclusive Thomson
Reuters information in the hardbound edition and supplements, available at your fingertip
with even more power. Never be at a loss for information, analysis, or data in Court, the
office, or on-go.

Thomson Reuters ProView is a professional-grade eReader app for eBooks on your desktop, laptop, or tablet. This
free app lets you access your most trusted legal references anywhere your work takes you.

Thomson Reuters ProView is a platform for accessing and reading Thomson Reuters eBooks. It is a digital
platform that allows users to access their eBooks from any device and to customize their reading experience.
ProView offers features such as highlighting, note-taking, and bookmarking, among others. It is designed to
make it easy for users to access and read their Thomson Reuters eBooks on the go.

Add color-coded notes and highlights anywhere in the book; plus, your annotations transfer to every new edition.

Ensure accuracy with KeyCite citation service

Verify controlling authority with links to WestlawNext

Find the nugget of information you're looking for in one simple search across all your downloaded eBooks.

For more information and to order the ProView edition click here.

Westlaw is an online legal research platform that provides access to legal information, including primary and
secondary sources, case law, statutes, regulations, and news. The ProView application is a Westlaw product that
provides access to digital versions of legal treatises and reference materials. It is designed to be used as an e-
reader, allowing users to search, annotate, and bookmark content on their computers, tablets, and other mobile
devices. ProView offers access to a wide range of legal publications from leading publishers and provides users
with a convenient and efficient way to access the information they need for their legal research and work.
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The author, Jon L. Gelman, practices law in Wayne, NJ. He is the author of NJ Workers’ Compensation
Law (Thomson-Reuters) and co-author of the national treatise Modern Workers’ Compensation Law (Thomson-
Reuters). For over five decades, the Law Offices of Jon L Gelman  1.973.696.7900  jon@gelmans.com have
represented injured workers and their families who have suffered occupational accidents and illnesses.
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